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MIDIS GROUP
Midis Group
With more than 2500 professionals, 50 world leading IT
brands & Suppliers, and 30 years of uninterrupted growth,
the Midis Group is an International organization consisting
of over 100 companies across the emerging markets of the
Middle East, Europe and Africa.
The group is known for its advanced offering of ICT services, distribution,
system integration, software and hardware products along with Data
Center consultancy, infrastructure and standby power solutions.
Across borders and languages, the Midis Group affiliates operate as
partners in focused profit centers. Backed by the Group’s financial
strength, they strive for the best in market effectiveness and customer
satisfaction.
In 2006, the Midis Group was named one of the World Economic Forum
initial 100 Global Growth Companies.
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INTRODUCTION
The company’s organizational structure and financial capability
make it an ideal partner for both, leading companies who share
MDS Computers’s goal to expand the market it serves, and for
clients who are actively seeking suppliers that offer proven
expertise and highly focused commitment to their markets.

Midis Group
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MDS East Europe

MDS UAE

MDS Software

MDS France

MDS Gulf

MDS Distribution

MDS Africa

MDS Arabia

MDS Indirect Sales
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INTRODUCTION
The MDS UAE group of companies

As a leading system integrator, Midis Group has managed enormous number of projects that involves multiple
principles under the MDS UAE group of companies.
MDS Computers has acquired the expertise needed to handle such projects with efficient and professional
management of the project, the customer, and the different principles. MDS Computers takes full responsibility of
such projects and drives them to success whatever the cost involved.

Business Fields

Midis Group covers market needs in four business fields:
Computer Systems,
Networking &
Communications

Electronic
Components
& Peripherals
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Site & Power
Solutions

Software &
Professional
Services
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WHO WE ARE
Fast, responsive and attuned to our
customers' needs, MDS is at the leading
edge of IT innovation. We can help clients
evolve existing IT Solutions and Services
as a catalyst to improve the business
processes and achieve greater
productivity.

System
Integration
Group

MDS primary goal is to build quality
products and deliver services that exceed
customer needs while meeting budget and
time constraints.
Site & Power
Group

Delivering
Integrated ICT
Solutions

Solutions
Group

Systems
Group
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MDS primary goal is to build quality
products and deliver services that exceed
customer needs while meeting budget and
time constraints.

System
Integration
Group

Data Backup
Recovery &
Archiving

Information
Storage &
Management

Data Center
Infrastructure

High End Unix
Servers

Provides Full system integration for
Data Centers, Including UNIX Servers,
Data Storage, ILM solutions,
& High End Computing
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Fast, responsive and attuned to our
customers' needs, MDS is at the leading
edge of IT innovation. We can help clients
evolve existing IT Solutions and Services
as a catalyst to improve the business
processes and achieve greater
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Telecom
Shelters

Data Center
Turnkey Site
Preparation

MDS primary goal is to build quality
products and deliver services that exceed
customer needs while meeting budget and
time constraints.
Site & Power
Group

Data Center
Consultancy,
Design &
Operation

Provides Site Preparation,
Monitoring and Stand By
Power Products & Solutions

Raised
Floor

Standby
Power System
& Gensets
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IT Platform
& Portals
Initiatives

ERP
& Business
Applications

Provides Enterprise Software
Solutions in different Middle
Eastern Countries & Turkey

Web App.
Servers
& SOA

Solutions
Group

Asset
Management
Solutions

Content &
Document Mgt
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Fast, responsive and attuned to our
customers' needs, MDS is at the leading
edge of IT innovation. We can help clients
evolve existing IT Solutions and Services
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processes and achieve greater
productivity.

Provides full IT solutions for Enterprise customers &
Small/Medium sized Businesses including Hardware,
Networking, Security & Infrastructure

Apple
Systems

MDS primary goal is to build quality
products and deliver services that exceed
customer needs while meeting budget and
time constraints.
Computer
Hardware

Telephone
Systems &
VOIP

Data
Management
& Security

Microsoft
Licensing

Networking &
Cabling
Solutions

Computer
Peripherals

Systems
Group
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WHO WE ARE
IDENTITY

With head office in UAE (Abu Dhabi),
MDS Computers is a company
controlling a portfolio of autonomous
businesses dedicated to the provision
of information and communication
technology products (ICT), site
preparation, stand-by power systems
and the related professional services.
For over 28 years, MDS Computers
has distinguished itself by developing
prosperous enterprises in many of the
world’s most challenging markets and
demanding industries

MISSION

Be a high-integrity partner, providing
world-class technology brands and
solutions into emerging markets and
focusing on customer satisfaction.

STRATEGY

• Financial responsibility and
entrepreneurship
• Regional coverage and local
presence
• Strong market development and
support capabilities
• A dedicated family of focused
companies
• Efficiency, experience, and expertise
• High quality IT services
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VISION

The evolution of Midis Group and its
affiliated companies reflects the value
of its philosophy to share success with
its customers, business partners and
employees. The company is
committed to world-class
performance standards and to the
improvement of our best practices,
refined though our group’s global
experience.
MDS Computers looks forward to the
future as a time of unprecedented
challenge and opportunities. The
company’s pioneering
entrepreneurship spirit will continue
to develop its enterprise, actively
participate in its customer’s success
as they face the great changes in
today’s information age and enrich its
business partners as they explore the
enormous potential of the UAE & Arab
World.
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SOLUTIONS
MDS Computers believes passionately that in order to deliver business value through
IT, it is required to have a spirit of constant engagement.
All MDS projects go through intensive in house quality assurance protocols.
Customer ratings of satisfaction on customized solutions, deployment, and meeting
business objectives are mandatory for all our projects.
Below is an overview of the solutions and services we offer:

Network/Security
Infrastructure
& Services

Enterprise
Software
Solution
Hardware
infrastructure &
System Integration

Maintenance
& Support
Consulting
Services
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